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79Tutorial Colour replacement techniques

For those occasions 
when you need to swap one 

colour for another, Photoshop provides a 
couple of tools that are an absolute necessity…

Y
ou can easily get lost in the complicated image-
editing and colour-adjustment tools within 
Photoshop. Sometimes the experience of working 
with vast tool options and settings forces us into a 

sort of tunnel vision where the only possibilities we consider are 
those that appear complex on the surface. Colour replacement, 
which initially appears to be the antithesis of any complicated 
adjustment, is an often overlooked method that allows you to 
quickly replace an isolated range of colour with another.

There are a couple of different ways to approach colour 
replacement in Photoshop. The fi rst method is the Replace 
Colour menu option. Replace Colour is found under the Image> 
Adjustments menu and, when accessed, presents you with an 
interface that is a familiar combination of two other Photoshop 
tools. The top half of the Replace Colour interface borrows 
heavily from the Select menu’s Colour Range function.

The logic of the interface becomes clear when you give it a 
bit of thought. The fi rst step in replacing a colour is to specify the 
targeted range, and the features provided by the Colour Range 
tool are designed for just that. The borrowed Colour Range 
features provide everything you need to mask a region of colour 

in your image fi le carefully. The sensitivity of the masked range 
can be altered and other colours can be added or removed from 
the masked area quite easily.

The bottom half of the interface bears a striking resemblance 
to the Hue/Saturation adjustment tool, which can also be found 
under the Image>Adjustments menu. Once your range has been 
specifi ed and masked, the sliders at the bottom of the interface 
allow you to generate any replacement colour possible. In 
addition to the borrowed features, you’ll notice that in two places 
there is a colour swatch that launches the picker. This allows you 
to specify a targeted range from within the colour picker and also 
choose a custom replacement colour from within the picker.

And after all that, if interface-driven tools aren’t your cup of 
tea, Photoshop also provides a hands-on approach to colour 
replacement. Hidden beneath the Brush tool in the toolbox is 
the Colour Replacement tool. This simplifi es the task of colour 
replacement to the extent that all you need to do is paint over a 
targeted colour with a corrective colour. And yes, it really is that 
simple. So in the end, no matter which method you choose, 
colour replacement is simple and very effective once you learn 
to master a couple of vastly underestimated Photoshop tools.

Expertise provided by 
Derek Lea, an award-
winning illustrator based 
in Toronto, Canada. Find 
out more about him at 
www.dereklea.com.

The source fi les needed 
to follow this tutorial 
can be found on the 
Computer Arts Projects 
CD85. Navigate your way 
to the DiscContent\
Tutorials\Tutorial Files\
Replace folder.

Colour replacement techniques

[illustration] Derek Lea, www.dereklea.com

Tutorial
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When you’re 
targeting a range of 
colour with Replace 
Colour’s Eyedropper 
tool, there are a 
couple of quick 
ways to add to, or 
select from, the 
targeted range. 
First, holding down 
Shift while clicking 
on a colour adds it 
to the targeted 
range. Second, 
Alt-clicking (PC) or 
Opt-clicking (Mac) 
on a colour with the 
Eyedropper will 
subtract it.

Keyboard 
shortcuts

Whether you’re 
using the Colour 
Replacement tool or 
the Replace Colour 
function in 
Photoshop to alter 
specifi c colours 
within your image, 
the result will be 
directly applied to 
the currently active 
layer. As with any 
task that directly 
affects tools, it’s a 
good idea to get 
into the habit of 
working on a 
duplicate layer. That 
way if things go 
wrong, you’ll always 
have the original 
layer to return to.

Duplicate 
layers
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Part 1: Defi ning a target
The fi rst step in replacing colour is to isolate the targeted range…

4
When the 
Selection 

preview option is 
enabled, you’ll see 
the selected areas 
of your image 
appear as white 
against a black 
background. Areas 
that appear as grey 
values are partially 
targeted areas. 
Also, you can 
switch to the Image 
preview method to 
glimpse a reduced 
version of the fi le, 
useful when you’re 
zoomed in 
considerably.

5
While the Image preview method is handy for reference 
when you’re zoomed in, you’ll fi nd that the Selection 

preview mode is most useful when you’re editing the targeted 
colour range. The Fuzziness slider controls the degree to which 
similar colours are included within the selection. Try increasing 
the Fuzziness.

6
As you increase the Fuzziness, the Replace Colour tool 
becomes less selective when targeting colour, allowing a 

similar colour in the image to be included within the selected 
range. As you increase the Fuzziness, you’ll notice more and 
more areas appear as white in the Selection preview.

1
The Replace Colour function works 
best on areas of clearly defi ned 

colour. This tattoo image is ideal for 
showing the capabilities of the tool. 
The Replace Colour tool will allow you 
to see what it would look like if different 
coloured inks were used. Choose Image
>Adjustments>Replace Colour from the 
toolbar menu.

2
Once the Replace Colour interface appears, you’re 
provided with everything you need to isolate a range of 

colour from within the image. The fi rst thing you need to do 
is ensure that the Eyedropper tool is selected from within the 
Replace Colour interface, then you can simply click on the 
desired colour within the image window in the background.

3
As soon as 
you click on 

an area in the 
image, the colour is 
sampled and you’ll 
notice a few 
changes in the 
Replace Colour 
interface. The 
Colour and Result 
swatches change 
to refl ect your 
sampled colour, 
as does the 
foreground colour 
swatch in the 
toolbox. Next, 
turn your attention 
to the Replace 
Colour thumbnail 
preview area.

7
Choose the ‘Add To Sample’ Eyedropper from the Replace 
Colour interface to add a distinctly different colour to the 

targeted range. Next, click on a different colour from within the 
tattoo – the blue fl ame shapes, for example. Notice how much 
more area is converted to white in the Selection preview.

8
As you add a different colour to the 
targeted range, the swatches, in 

the Replace Colour interface as well as 
in the toolbox, change to indicate a 
mixture of the sampled colours. We can 
see in the Selection preview that too 
much of the background is included 
within the targeted range, so we need 
to drastically reduce the Fuzziness.

9
Reducing the Fuzziness too much will result in almost all 
of the targeted colour range disappearing. So we’ll reduce 

it a little, but we need to actively remove certain colours 
without reducing too much Fuzziness. Choose the ‘Subtract 
From Sample’ Eyedropper and click on an area of the 
background in the image to remove it from the targeted range.
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There are a couple 
of swatches in the 
Replace Colour 
interface that will 
launch the picker 
and allow you to 
specify colours. 
If you want to use 
a colour in the 
background image, 
simply move the 
mouse pointer over 
the image and you’ll 
see it change to an 
Eyedropper. Click 
on a colour and it 
will immediately 
appear in the picker.

Colour picker

81Tutorial Colour replacement techniques

10
Watch the preview as you click and you’ll see white areas 
disappearing within the Selection preview, indicating they 

have been removed from the targeted range. You can click and 
drag while using this tool to remove a number of areas from 
within the targeted range. Clicking and dragging works with 
all of the Replace Colour tools.

11
Sometimes, 
when you 

remove ranges of 
unwanted colour, 
you’ll also remove 
ranges of intended 
colour by accident. 
In this case, we’ve 
lost the green 
fl ames from the 
targeted range. 
Choose the ‘Add 
To Sample’ 
eyedropper and 
click on them in 
the background 
image to get 
them back.

12
Again, you’ll see in the Selection preview that a fair 
amount of background area is included, so we’ll need 

to reduce the Fuzziness. Then we’ll need to use the ‘Add To 
Sample’ Eyedropper to add targeted ranges back in again. 
This sort of back and forth process is often necessary to target 
desired ranges of colour.

1
This problem of the background 
creeping into the selected area 

when we try to add the fl ames is 
becoming troublesome. The perfect 
balance seems to be miles away. There is 
a handy workaround though. Click on 
the Save button and save a preset fi le 
for your Replace Colour settings.

2
Click the Cancel button to exit the Replace Colour interface. By saving a preset 
fi le, we can pick up where we left off when Replace Colour is launched again. 

Right now we’ll use the Pen tool to draw a closed path around the arm only. Next, 
we’ll generate a selection from the path to isolate the arm from the background.

3
Open Replace Colour again, click 
the Load button and load the 

preset fi le you just saved. This enables 
us to pick up where we left off, and 
now we can be more liberal with our 
adjustments because they’ll only affect 
the selected area.

1
Your targeted range is indicated by the white areas in the 
Selection preview. When you’re happy with this, direct 

your attention to altering that range. Enabling the Preview 
checkbox in the Replace Colour interface allows you to see 
your alterations in real time in the background image window.

2
Start off by adjusting the Hue slider – the further you drag 
it in either direction, the more drastic the result. You’ll see  

the change immediately in the background image as you drag. 
Selecting the Image preview option while altering colour 
provides you with a constant reference of your original image.

3
Sometimes, as you alter the hue of a range of colour, it 
will look a little too vibrant or a little dull. In this case, the 

purple colour was far too intense so we simply reduced the 
saturation via the Saturation slider. However, if the colour was 
too dull, increasing the saturation would have been necessary.

Part 2: Saving and selecting
Sometimes you’ll need to go beyond the basics of adding and subtracting colours…

Part 3: Replacing colour
Once your targeted range is specifi ed, the next step is replacement…
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While the Replace 
Colour interface is 
open, don’t forget 
that you can still 
navigate the image 
in the background. 
Hold down the 
space bar to access 
the Pan tool. Then 
click and drag in the 
image window to 
move around. You 
can zoom in or out 
incrementally by 
holding down the 
Ctrl/Cmnd key and 
clicking either the 
‘+’ or ‘-’ key.

Navigation

Tutorial Colour replacement techniques 

Replacing colour continued…

4
The Lightness 
slider allows 

you to lighten or 
darken the 
targeted range of 
colour. Now, just 
because you’re 
working on 
adjusting the Hue, 
Saturation, and 
Lightness of the 
targeted range, it 
doesn’t mean you 
can alter the range 
as you go. 
Everything within 
Replace Colour 
remains live until 
you click OK.

5
If the targeted range still needs to 
be refi ned, remember that it can be 

altered at any point. Simply enable the 
Selection preview again and adjust the 
Fuzziness slider, adding and removing 
colours at will. Your alterations will be 
visible in the background image.

6
You can alter your targeted range as well as the 
replacement colour as much and as often as you wish. 

When you’re happy, simply click OK to apply the effect to 
your image. If there are areas that still need work, remember 
that you can simply launch Replace Colour again.

1
The Replace Colour function uses your current 
foreground colour swatch as the selection basis, and 

also as the replacement colour. Specify any colour from within 
your image as the foreground colour by clicking on it with the 
Eyedropper tool. Alternatively, choose any colour from the 
picker by clicking on the foreground colour swatch.

2
Once you launch Replace Colour, you’ll see that your 
foreground colour was used as the basis for targeting a 

range of colour in the Selection preview. Click on the Colour 
swatch above the Fuzziness slider to launch the picker, and 
choose your target range from the range of colours provided.

3
When the range of colour is defi ned, rather than use the 
Hue/Saturation and Lightness swatches to create 

replacements, you can click on the Result colour swatch. This 
launches the picker – this time choose the replacement colour 
from within the picker rather than defi ning the targeted range.

1
The Colour Replacement tool can be accessed by clicking 
and holding the Brush tool in the toolbox. It is at the 

bottom of the expanded menu of brush options. When you 
select it you’ll notice a set of tool-specifi c features appears at 
the top in the tool options bar.

2
All the 
blending 

mode options relate 
to colour in some 
way, but when it 
comes to replacing 
one colour with 
another, the Colour 
blending mode is 
the most commonly 
used. The basic 
brush options 
allow you to 
customise round 
or angled brushes.

3
Look for an area in your image that you’d like to replace. 
Then set the foreground colour swatch to the colour you 

want to replace it with. Once you’ve set the foreground 
colour, click once in the desired area and drag. Continue to 
drag and you’ll notice that the colour you originally clicked on 
is being replaced with the new foreground colour.

Part 4: Using swatches
If the picker is your preference for colour selection, you’ll enjoy this feature…

Part 5: Hands-on control
Look within the toolbox and you’ll fi nd a tool that provides unparalleled manual control…
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12
The Find Edges Limits option replaces areas of colour that 
are connected, much like using the Contiguous option. 

However, the main advantage of using the Find Edges option 
is that it will do a much better job of preserving sharp edge 
detail in shape areas of different colour as you paint.  ca p  

If you have a 
specifi c CMYK mix 
in mind as your 
replacement colour, 
simply click on the 
Result swatch in the 
Replace Colour 
interface. When the 
picker launches, 
you can numerically 
enter the colour in 
the CMYK fi elds 
provided. This 
comes in handy 
when you’re using 
CMYK swatch 
books for reference 
or client approval.

Specifi c 
colour mixes
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10
The Limits options determine where the foreground 
colour will be applied in relation to the sampled colour 

within the area of the brush. Here we’ve set the option to 
Contiguous and painted over orange. Notice that even though 
areas of similar colour reside within the brush area, they aren’t 
affected because they don’t touch the sampled area.

11
However, 
when we set 

the Limits option 
to Discontiguous 
and paint over the 
same area 
something 
different happens. 
All areas that are 
the same as the 
originally sampled 
colour and reside 
within the brush 
area are replaced – 
notice the extra 
area of green at 
the bottom right 
of the selected 
area. This means 
that when the 
Discontiguous 
option is enabled, 
the areas of 
colour do not have 
to be touching to 
be replaced.

7
Notice that when we change the sampling method back 
to Contiguous and do the same thing, the effect strays 

into other regions of colour. This is because the brush is 
constantly sampling colour to be replaced as you go. Next, 
click on the ‘background swatch’ sampling method button in 
the tool options bar.

8
When you use the ‘background 
swatch’ sampling method, there’s 

less to worry about. This option only 
replaces ranges of colour that are the 
same as the current background colour. 
Here, we painted recklessly, but only 
black areas were affected because that 
was the background swatch.

9
The Tolerance setting, which is exactly the same as that 
used by other Photoshop tools, controls the sensitivity of 

the Colour Replacement tool when it’s deciding upon the 
range of colours to be replaced. The higher the number, the 
broader the range. And chances are, you’ll always enable the 
Anti-alias feature to produce smooth edges as you paint.

4
The crosshair 
in the centre 

of the brush 
(shown here in 
the pink section 
of the image) is 
what determines 
the source for 
the Colour 
Replacement tool. 
Basically, this 
crosshair samples 
the colour that 
will be replaced 
when you use it. 
Its behaviour 
then changes 
depending upon 
the setting used. 
Don’t let the 
crosshair extend 
beyond the edge 
of the colour you 
wish to replace as 
you paint.

5
The Contiguous sampling method 
tells the brush to constantly sample 

colour to be replaced as you paint – this 
is the method we’ve used here. But if 
you choose the ‘sampling once’ option, 
the brush only samples the fi rst colour 
clicked on to replace as you go.

6
You can be a bit less cautious when 
painting because the ‘sampling 

once’ method only replaces the targeted 
colour from the area you fi rst clicked on. 
Here, we clicked on an orange area to 
replace, so when we drag the mouse on 
to an area of a different colour it isn’t 
replaced because it isn’t orange.
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